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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option C

B. Option E
C. Option D
D. Option B
E. Option A
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Exhibit
A FortiGate with the default configuration is deployed between
two IP phones. FortiGate receives the INVITE request shown in
the exhibit from Phone A (internal) to Phone b (exltrnal).
Which two actions are taken by the FortiGate after the packet
is received? (Choose two.)
A. The phone A IP address will be translated lo the WAN IP
address in all INVITE header fields and the m: field of the SDP
statement.
B. The phone A IP address will be translated for the WAN IP
address in all INVITE header fields and the SDP statement
remains intact.
C. A pinhole will be opened to accept traffic sent to
FortiGate's WAN IP address and ports 49169 and
49170.
D. a pinhole will be opened to accept traffic sent to
FortiGate's WAN IP address and ports 49l70 and
49171.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which edition of SAP S / 4HANA did the universal magazine
present? Please choose the correct answer.
A. SAP S / 4HANA Cloud
B. SAP S / 4HANA Finance 1503
C. SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA
D. SAP S/4HANA1511
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
The VMware Horizon end users of an organization use
applications provided through VMware App Volumes. The
organization's security policy requires that only users in
specific Active Directory groups, and on the headquarters LAN,
access some of the applications in one App Volumes Appstack.
Which VMware technology accomplishes this requirement?
A. User Environment Manager
B. VMware NSX
C. vRealize Operations for Published Applications

D. App Volumes AppToggle
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://techzone.vmware.com/resource/app-volumes-deployment-con
siderations
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